[Evaluation of different breathing and contrast-protocols concerning quality and alignment in 18F-FDG PET/CT].
The purpose of this study was to establish a reliable and simple parameter for alignment evaluation and the evaluation and optimization of state-of-the-art contrast-enhanced examination protocols for (18)F FDG-PET/CT. 44 consecutive patients were referred to 4 examination protocols. Group A and B underwent single-phase, contrast-enhanced CT (90 s delay) performed either during free shallow breathing (FA; group A) or normal expiration (NormExp; group B). Groups C and D underwent arterial and portal venous multiphase examinations performed during FA (group C) or during NormExp (group D) followed by a low-dose CT scan for attenuation correction. Organ displacement in the cranio-caudal direction was correlated with a 3D-vectorial shift. For alignment evaluation discrepancies with respect to size and liver location, the spleen and kidneys were calculated. Additionally, the groups were compared with regard to the presence of CT artifacts. Cranio-caudal organ shift and 3D-vectorial shift showed a high correlation (r > 0.8). Single-phase CT scans performed during NormExp yielded better image quality (p < 0.001) and alignment (p < 0.01 for liver, spleen and right kidney) than those performed during FA. Differences in organ size did not differ during FA and NormExp. Depending on the evaluated organ, breathing and contrast protocol misalignment was in the cranio-caudal direction 0-27 mm (mean: 6.8; standard deviation: +/- 4.9) in multiphase CT compared to 0 - 11 mm (mean: 4.5 +/- 2.3) in single-phase examinations. 1. Organ shift in the cranio-caudal direction is a good and simple parameter for alignment evaluation. 2. Alignment and CT quality are best in expiration protocols. 3. Despite comparatively low alignment quality, integrated multiphase CT examinations show acceptable quality and alignment.